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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu

Creator: National Museum of the American Indian, Exhibits Media Office

Title: Project Files


Quantity: 1 cu. ft. (1 record storage box)

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 11-184, National Museum of the American Indian, Exhibits Media Office, Project Files

Use Restriction
Restricted for 15 years, until Jan-01-2016; Transferring office; 06/29/2009 memorandum, Toda to Pahn; Contact reference staff for details.

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of records that document the work of the Exhibits Media Office on the George Gustav Heye Center exhibition, "Beauty, Honor, and Tradition: The Legacy of Plains Indian Shirts." Materials include transcripts, notes, and audio and visual recordings. Some materials are in electronic format.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Indians of North America -- Clothing
Indians of North America -- Exhibitions
Museum exhibits

Types of Materials:
Audiotapes
Electronic records
Manuscripts
Videotapes

Names:

National Museum of the American Indian (U.S.), George Gustav Heye Center
Container Listing

Box 1

Beauty, Honor, and Tradition: The Legacy of Plains Indian Shirts; December 10, 2000 to November 4, 2001

Folder - Plains Indian Shirts Tapes #1 and #2: Crow Elders group Discussion, Crow Agency, Montana; April 3, 2000 (Plains Indians Shirts #1) - Transcript (no tape)

Folder - Plains Indian Shirts Tapes #3 and #4: Crow Elders group Discussion, Crow Agency, Montana; April 3, 2000 (Plains Indian Shirts #2) - Transcript (no tape)

Folder - Plains Indian Shirts Tapes #5: Crow Elders group Discussion, Crow Agency, Montana; April 3, 2000; Tape #6 and #7, Northern Cheyenne, April 4, 2000 (Plains Indian Shirts #3) - Transcript (no tape)

Folder - Plains Indian Shirts Tapes #6 and #7: Northern Cheyenne, April 4, 2000; Plains Indian Shirts #10-11, Blackfeet; April 7, 2000 (Plains Indian Shirts #4 and #5) - Transcript (no tape)

Folder - Plains Indian Shirts #8: Northern Cheyenne, April 4, 2000; Plains Indian Shirts #10-11, Blackfeet; April 7, 2000 (Plains Indian Shirts #4 and #5) - Transcript (no tape)

Folder - Plains Indian Shirts #9: Heart Butte, April 7, 2000; Joe Medicine Crow, 7/31/1991 (Plains Indian #5, pg. 11 - Plains Indian #6) - Transcript (no tape)

Folder - Miscellaneous Notes from Plains Indians Shirts exhibition

Audio cassettes - 5 items

Joe Medicine Crow - Tape 1, 7/29/1991, with transcript
Joe Medicine Crow - Tape 2, 7/29/1991, with transcript
Joe Medicine Crow/GG - Tape 3, 7/30-31/1991, with transcript
Joe Medicine Crow/GG - Tape 4, 7/31/1991, with transcript
Joe Medicine Crow/GG - Tape 5, 7/31/1991, with transcript

MiniDV videotapes - 34 items

Interview with Alonzo Spang - Dull Knife College #1: Northern Cheyenne with transcript, 6/29/2000
Interview with Clarice Wallowing Bull and Mildred Red Cherries, Tape 1 of 2, with transcript, 6/30/2000
Interview with Clarice Wallowing Bull and Mildred Red Cherries, beadwork and details, Tape 2 of 2, with transcript, 6/30/2000
Interview of George Horse Capture by Kathy Suter, Tape 1 of 2, with transcript, 8/2/2000
Interview of George Horse Capture by Kathy Suter, Tape 2 of 2, with transcript, 8/2/2000

Interview with Roseanne Spotted Bear, quillwork, Pine Ridge, South Dakota, with transcript, 7/3/2000

Interview with Christine Red Cloud, quillwork, Pine Ridge, South Dakota, with transcript 7/3/2000

Original Interactive Video Segment, M5 - Earning the Honor, Smart Pants, Composite master

Original Interactive Video Segment, M3 - Warrior as Artist and M8 - Beauty in the Details, Master

Plains Indian Shirts Stills #6, 5/26/2000

Tape 6 - Northern Cheyenne, 4/4/2000

Tape 7 - Northern Cheyenne, 4/4/2000

Tape 8 - Northern Cheyenne, 4/4/2000

Tape 9 - Horses in Field; 4/5 - D. Many Bad Horses on Horse; and 4/7 - Snow Mountains; 4/5-7/2000

Tape 10 - Blackfeet, 4/7/2000

#1 - Montana Environments - Magic Hour, 6/29/2000

#2 - Montana Environments - Including Badlands, Car Shots, Grass Details, 7/3/2000

#1 - Northern Cheyenne - Pow Wow In Lane Deer, Montana, 6/30/2000

#2 - Northern Cheyenne - Pow Wow In Lane Deer, Montana, 7/1/2000

#3 - Northern Cheyenne - Pow Wow in Lane Deer, Montana, 7/1/2000


Tape 2 - Crow Group End and Individual Shots, 4/3/2000

Tape 3 - Shirts and Barton's Dream, 4/3/2000

Tape 4 - Individual Shots and The Future Crow, 4/3/2000

Tape 5 - Crow Individual Shots, Final Comments, Martin Stewart, Sports Shirts, Barton Outside

Tape 11 - Blackfeet, 4/7/2000

Tape 12 - Mickey Runaway Fisher in Outfit Blackfeet, 4/7/2000

Tape 13 - Heart Butte and Environmental Plains, 4/7/2000

Tape 14 - Environmental Mountains, 4/8/2000
#1 - Plains Indian Shirts Stills: Warrior as Artist, 5/12/2000


#3 - Plains Indian Shirts Stills: Warrior Art, 5/16/2000

#4 - Plains Indian Shirts Stills: Warrior as Artist, 5/17/2000

#5 - Plains Indian Shirts Stills: Painted, Tribal and Beaded, 5/25/2000

DVCam videotapes - 14 items

#1 - Plains Indian Shirts - Tape 1 and Tape 2; Crow Agency, Montana; 4/3/2000 (Digital Duplicate from MDV Tapes)

#2 - Plains Indian Shirts - Tape 3 and Tape 4; Crown Agency; 4/3/2000 (Montana Digital Duplicate from MDV Tapes)

#3 - Plains Indian Shirts - Tape 5 (Crow), Tape 6-7 (Northern Cheyenne): Lame Deer, Montana; 4/3/2000 (Digital Duplicate from MDV Tapes)

#4 - Plains Indian Shirts - Tape 8 (Northern Cheyenne), Tape 9 (Horses in Field), Tape 14 (Environmental Mts., Glacier); 4/4/2000 (Digital Duplicate from MDV Tapes)

#5 - Plains Indian Shirts - Tape 10-11 Blackfeet: Browning, Montana; 4/7/2000 (Digital Duplicate from MDV Tapes)

#6 - Plains Indian Shirts - Tape 12 (Mickey Running Fisher in Outfit) and Tape 13 (Heart Butte Warriors, Environments and Plains), Browning and Heath Butte, Montana; 4/7/2000 (Digital Duplicate from MDV Tapes)

#7 - Plains Indian Shirts Stills - Tape 1 and Tape 2; 5/12/2000 (Digital Duplicate from MDV Tapes)

#8 - Plains Indian Shirts Stills - Tape 3 and Tape 4; 5/16/2000 (Digital Duplicate from MDV Tapes)

#9 - Plains Indian Shirts Stills - Tape 5 and Tape 6 (May 26, 2000); 5/25/2000 (Digital Duplicate from MDV Tapes)

#12 - Plains Indian Shirts - Tape 1 (Montana Environment Magic Hour) (Northern Cheyenne Pow Wow) and Tape 2 (Car Shots, Grass Details, Badlands); 6/29/2000 (Digital Duplicate from MDV Tapes)

#13 - Plains Indian Shirts - Tape 2 (Northern Cheyenne Pow Wow in Lame Deer, Montana) and Tape 3 (Powwow Cont. Night Shots); 7/1/2000 (Digital Duplicate from MDV Tapes)

#14 - Plains Indian Shirts - George Horse Capture at Cultural Resources Center (CRC); September 14, 1999; George Gustav Heye Center (GGHC) as Part of CRC; B-Roll; 8/2/2000

Power Shirts Today: NMAI Sound Stick File for Power Shirts

VHS videotapes - 2 items

Beauty, Honor and Tradition: The Legacy of Plains Indian Shirts (2 copies)